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JOHN ROSS FULLER
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FOREWORD
This book is a collection of
remembrances by John Ross Fuller
from the Malayan Campaign of the
second world war, starting with his
mobilisation by the 45th Reserve
Company, Federated Malay States
Volunteer Force (FMSVF), commencing
in late November 1941 to the surrender
of Singapore in February 1942 when
the Japanese completed their conquest
of the Malay Peninsula.
Later, after a wearying two and a half
years as a prisoner of war in Changi
and Blakan Mati, his homecoming to
England in October 1945, was tinged
with sadness knowing that one in three
POWs had died under the Japanese.

EDGE OF EMPIRE
First employed as an assistant manager of the
Jugra Estate rubber plantation at Banting in
the Selangor district of Malaya, John Fuller was
entitled to the use of large bungalow residence
(pictured).
Living and working in view of the only visible
landmark, Jugra Hill, from which the estate
took its name, this nearly forgotten world of
the colonial Far East would eventually become
the home of the Fuller family right through to
the late 60s.

MOBILISATION
I answered the bungalow phone on
Friday 28 November 1941 to Jock
Paton, my OC in the volunteer force.
He said I should report to the Chinese
School on the Circular Road, Kuala
Lumpur, on Monday 1 December '41. I
lamely protested that I might be a little
late owing to a previous engagement.
This, he said, is mobilisation and an
order. I was there at the precise time!

Axel Koford an me on parade in KL 1940.

My new unit, 45th Reserve Company, Federated Malay States
Volunteer Force (FMSVF), was commanded by Major Chamier,
with Jock Paton as his 2IC. The NCOs were motor engineers in
civilian life and the troops were mainly Malays and Indians who
had volunteered their services. After settling in, our first task was
to ferry maybe 30 lorries to Kuantan airfield in Pahang which was
about 250 miles away.
By Monday 8 December we had been augmented by two similar
organisations from Perak and Negri Sembilan. So plans were made
and all involved were ready to start at the appointed time. On
Sunday night 7/8 December I was appointed duty Sergeant. This
mainly involved sleeping beside the office telephone with the duty
officer nearby who would deal with more important problems.
Around 0100 The ancient telephone tinkled and a voice sounding
million miles away demanded to speak to our CO. After
consultation with Captain Treeby I was forced to call the sleeping
Major Chamier to the phone. As a result we soon became aware
the Japs had landed at Kota Bahru.

I'm standing sentry during the mobilisation of our troops in Kuala Lumpur, 1941.

THE JAPANESE LAND IN MALAYA
Next morning we set off for Kuantan rather later than hoped. A colleague
and I were designated as marshals on our Army motor cycles. We had a meal
break at the road junction at Kuala Kubu - "picnic lunch", as it was called.
Inevitably, an even later start was made on the second leg but we looked
forward to a good evening meal. It was fully dark when we arrived in
Jarantut but, unfortunately, no arrangements had been made for our
reception. A lorry or two had been lost off the road on the way. This was
probably caused by driver exhaustion. I dossed down in the porch of the
Manager's bungalow on Jarantut Estate. All too soon a call came to man the
lorries and proceed to the railway station. A battalion of Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders had arrived from Port Dickson by rail.
The weary Highlanders were taken to their encampment and we returned to
rest. Soon we were aroused again and dispatched to the munitions dump. We
loaded shells for Kuantan and had to be over the ferry by 10am as the
crossing was expected to be bombed. In the event it took many hours to
cross on the ancient ferry which could only take two lorries at a time. In
between all of this, we were stunned to hear of the loss of the battleships
Prince of Wales and Repulse. I managed to scrounge a welcome plate of
eggs and bacon for breakfast from an Officers Mess I came across.
Soon convoy procedure was abandoned and we continued singly to Kuantan
Airfield; Kuantan was a depressing site as the Australian Squadron and their
back-up had departed. We handed over our lorries to the Artillery with the
shells and departed for Kuala Lumpur - All our personnel crowded into one
lorry. Thereafter, duties became a boring round of waiting at Wardieburne
Estate ammunition dump for orders to load - which never came. Later in the
month, I went on a separate detachment of four lorries and picked up some
Indian troops from Puchong; we transported them around Kuala Langat on
reconnaissance and then northwards to Kuala Selangor until we met some
soldiers manning a field gun. They gave us reason to believe that the Japs
were not far away. On the way back through Rawang, a Jap plane let off a
few rounds at our lorries but no one was injured. On this trip I was also able
to revisit my bungalow which was now occupied by a couple of shady
characters who were supposed to be on river watch on the Sungai Langat.

The ramshackle Jarantut ferry crossing in 1936.

The crew of the HMS Prince of Wales abandon ship.

British troops man a field gun in the battle for Slim River.

Mitsubishi A6M Zeros of 22nd Air Flotilla were operating
out of Kota Bharu during the Malayan campaign.

WITHDRAWAL TO SINGAPORE
About this time our Malay drivers started to go absent without leave
(AWOL) - but Sgt Jalli of Banting remained with us all the way to the end the Malays were replaced by Indian Army drivers. Subsequently we went to
Rawang, again to pick up stragglers from the fighting at Slim River but there
were few around.
The last mission involved returning to a point north of Rawang to assist any
survivors. Here I was involved with a RE Colonel (Royal Engineer)
preparing to demolish the adjacent cliff to form a road block. I unwisely
volunteered to lead him back to the Circular Road, Kuala Lumpur. Having
instructed my drivers to wait as long as possible, I set off but it was a long
time before I saw them again.
I thought perhaps they had lost their way and searched alternative routes into
the town. An MP warned me the REs were to demolish the last bridge by
midnight, so I left KL before the deadline to join the great withdrawal to
Tampin in Negri Sembilan some 80 miles away. In the early hours many fires
of burning rubber were visible. The lorry drivers who I had left earlier found
their own way to Tampin and had arrived the previous night at our camp.
That day the GOC Malaya, General Percival, met with the commanders of
various units. He was a completely shattered man I thought. I heard that my
Hillman Minx had been driven by one of our chaps from KL to Singapore.
From Tampin we transported some Indian troops from Yong Peng to
Kluang; they de-bussed at Jemaluang. By then the Japs had probably reached
Mersing as there was lots of gunfire at that point. Our detachment proceeded
to Singapore. We found the 45th MT Company in the docks area. The Indian
drivers had now been dismissed and were replaced by Europeans from the
reserved occupations - these included Bob Selkirk.
Not long after the causeway was blown up and Singapore was besieged.

Desperate attempts at delaying the advance see Royal Engineers prepare a
bridge for demolition.

Damage control from Japanese bombardment.

Japanese troops begin their final assualt on Fortress Singapore.

SINGAPORE FALLS
I recall the daily bombing of the harbour and the departure of the ships
West Point and Duchess of Bedford with sad civilian evacuees, together
with Army deserters, adding to the confusion. We took the remnants of the
Norfolk Regiment - evacuated from Batu Pahat - to their camp on the
island. They were a very weary lot held together by some stout-hearted
NCOs. We were also involved in transporting the British Battalion
(remnants of the East Surreys and others) and the Plymouth Argylls, who
were composed of marines from the sunk battleships, and the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders, to their positions in the north of the island. Later
on we moved camp to a less prominent position inland, and we were
bombed once with little effect. It was an eerie sensation to listen as our
shells and mortars from Blakan Mati passed overhead most of the night.
On Sunday evening 15 February 42, I was detailed to convey cease fire
instructions to several units in the dark city streets - there were exhausted
men everywhere, with cables and debris all over the place. St Andrews
Cathedral was full of casualties and lit by oil lamps. Singapore itself was
ringed by fire and smoke from burning oil depots.

General Pervical marches to meet General Yamashita for terms of surrender.

PRISONER OF WAR
Next day we had our first glimpse of the Japs riding on bumpers of cars
with rifles pointing over the roofs. There was a visit to our building by a
bunch of slouching soldiers - we felt apprehensive but there was no
trouble. On February 17 we were instructed to move to a nearby school
sports field and later commenced the 14 mile march to Changi Point in the
north east of the island. We received a glum but generally sympathetic
reception from the local populous lining the route. There were some lorries
allocated to transport what baggage we had, plus the supplies of food we
had in our hands. They also transported those who fell out due to
exhaustion - elderly civilians particularly suffered. Sady there was a
disturbing story of a massacre of staff and patients at the Alexandra Military
Hospital.
Our accommodation in Changi was at Kitchener Barracks which was a
modern army block standing in an elevated position overlooking the channel
between Singapore and the mainland. The Malay States volunteers were on
the first floor and the Straits Settlements and Johore Volunteers on the
ground floor. The place was bare and we only had the contents of our
kitbags to sleep on over the concrete. There was water on but no electricity
at first. Latrines where of the bore-hole type. The staple diet from now on
was rice with no potatoes or bread. This had a curious effect on many
stomachs - one of our number was constipated for 25 days and became
quite notorious. A certain amount of tinned food had been brought in and
this lasted for some time.

BLAKAN MATI
Work parties were formed to collect firewood which was carried on handpushed trailers. The Japs quickly stamped their authority on those failing to
salute or bow as many found to their cost. Some working parties were soon
formed to move to other parts of the Island. We were paraded a few times to
be viewed by Jap top brass as they passed by in their limousines. A strange
air of optimism prevailed for a while, especially amongst those on the
ground floor of our barracks who seemed to imagine that we would be
released by August.
Indeed, those who thought release might be delayed until Christmas were
considered very pessimistic. However, it was obvious that a tremendous
effort would be needed by the Allies if early release was to be possible. This
was reinforced when we were given a close-up view of the Japanese Fleet as
it sailed by on its way to the Indian Ocean. The stream of enormous
battleships and other craft seemed endless. However, spirits were raised
when it was rumoured that the Russians were in Greece, but some said the
rations were increased (get it!).
I found myself sleeping next to a level-headed Aussie tin miner, Jimmy
Green, who was good company in the dark evenings of the early days. After
5 or 6 weeks a working party was formed of 250 volunteers from our floor
and, after a short medical, we set off for a new camp which turned out to be
the fortified island covering the entrance to Singapore harbour - Blakan
Mati. I recall the trip was uneventful, until I was brought up with shock
when I saw about 20 Chinese and Indian heads exhibited on an archway at
Singapore railway station.

IJN Battleship Yamato sails past as part of the Japanese task force to raid the Indian ocean.

On Blakan Mati we marched about a mile to the barracks. The main block
was already occupied by 250 Australians, so a nearby but smaller block was
allocated to us. The block was modern and had a water supply plus the asian
style latrine. There were enough charpoys (Indian string beds), bed boards
and palliasse for all. I had a palliasse on the floor for the duration. A rough
corrugated iron shed was erected outside as our cook house. I was on the
first floor next to Tom Dineen - GEC Manager from KL - and Farrell who
was a tin miner from Malaya. There was a parade ground in front of the
block, and "Tenko" was held there morning and evening. This was an
infuriating procedure as the Jap soldiers were not very good at counting.

English Barracks - Blakan Mati - 1988

The Blakan Mati parade ground.

FOOD
Our cooks did a good job and some had held important positions in civilian
life. What rations there were, they distributed fairly. Rice was well cooked
although it varied in quantity as the Jap's fortunes declined. Two stews were
made each day from a sparse supply of vegetables, augmented with a
suspicion of meat or fish. We received three scoops a day of rice. The
breakfast stew was made of Lily roots and was quite awful. At midday there
was a cup of rice and a spoonful of sugar, plus a taste of palm oil if you had
any. In the evening the stew was sometimes supplemented with a rice flour
pasta known as a Doover. Doover, I think, is Australian for news especially good news and eventually came to mean a good thing, like a
pasty. Tea seemed to be available all the time and was taken out on working
parties. Indeed, the Japs got used to the idea of a teamaker being appointed.
The teamaker was usually an Australian because they were the best at
foraging for firewood and brewing. People soon learned to do without
sugar so that it could be saved to go with our rice. The cooks somehow
manage to save up something from the rations and make Christmas Day
meals a little different.
The camp barber did an adequate job. I found a safety razor could be used
for quite a few months by sharpening on the inside of a glass tumbler.
Towards the end of the war I commissioned a chap to make me a cut-throat
razor. I also had a pair of sandals made out of an old motor tyre.
We arrived on the island complete with two aged Lieutenant Colonels from
Negri Sembilan, complete with a dog - a terrier if I remember. They were
soon sent back to Changi because they were too old to be of any use.
Our Medical Officer (MO) was Dr Jim Mitchell from Banting. Others were
Major C S (Cold Steel) Smith from Sitiawan and Captain David Mathews
from KL. In the early days we also had Captain Benny Goodman, Irish
Guards, a one time civilian in Japan, and a fluent Japanese speaker. He
stood up bravely to Jap pressure. As Blakan Mati had been occupied by the
British Army it was a pretty healthy place and the MO was able to send sick
POWs back to Changi. These individuals were then replaced by others. The
MO had to juggle his sick list with Jap demands.

POW cooks tried to make the most out of the meagre rations the Japanese supplied.

WORK PARTIES
It seemed that we were attached to a Jap army supply company involved in
shifting around an endless supply of petrol, oil and bombs. In between times
we got involved in different building projects. The main body of our people
were involved in the handling of these three items but some picked up some
cushy jobs such as working on the water filtration plant running the power
station while about 20, with some engineering experience, ran the motor
boat repair section. Others who were attached to the Jap cookhouse were
subjected to a lot of harassment but were usually rewarded with a serving of
stew.
Mostly we went to work in the vicinity of Jardine Steps in Singapore's
docks at the west end of the harbour. We stacked rolled and lifted oil drums,
or humped bombs. Some, which we believed to be sulphur-encased fire
bombs, were smoking but thankfully none were activated. A bad incident
occurred on a barge full of oil drums which was on its way to the Palau
Bukom Shell Depot a few miles offshore. An ill-tempered Jap knocked a
young Australian soldier into the water and he was carried away by the
strong current swirling around the jetty and was not seen again. A
subsequent inquiry held by our officers infuriated the Japs and they were
badly beaten up on several occasions. For work we were eventually paid 15
cents Jap money per day which was to about 4 pence in old UK money.
Copies of two of our pay sheets still exist and are a reminder of the many
people I knew then, and afterwards. A month's pay of four dollars could buy
some tobacco, soap, coconuts, bananas, Ikan Bilis, palm oil or Gula
Malacca and was most welcome. A copy of the English Barracks' monthly
paysheet for February 1943 is included later in this text. A small party was
occasionally taken into town for this purpose. I sold my signet ring to
augment my funds.
I found that our officers were not much good at being in charge of working
parties while brisk, young, Sergeants seemed much better at smoothing
down irate Japs and arranging tea or smoke breaks. At one stage a party of
100 men were called to go to Siam (now Thailand) - 'less work, better
food,' the Japs said. Obviously, the less well men were sent, amongst others.
We heard later that many of them died on the notorious death railway
project.

Captain Franklin of the Norfolk Regiment was a replacement MO and,
towards the end, when I developed a septic finger, he gave me his last shot
of ether to remove an infected nail. I was very grateful. As he had a priority
posting back to UK he was able to send my mother early news of my
release. Most of us had a rest day on Sundays which we devoted to chasing
bed bugs and washing clothes. On one occasion a few hopeful souls pooled
their sugar rations and set up a wine making operation. However, one night,
due to building pressure, there was a loud explosion and the whole lot
gushed down the steps. Apart from the never ending rolling and stacking of
oil drums, and the moving of smoking bombs from place to place, and back
again, the Japs got involved in various projects.
The first was the construction of a guard house near the barracks with
Chinese Artisans doing the skilled work, plus there was the building of Jap
offices by Jardine Steps. Their most ambitious project was the building of a
temple on the island. The area required a lot of sculpturing involving
earthmoving. The POWs were required to do all this work. It took many
months to complete the task but it was a respite from our usual duties. As
the Chinese Artisans carried out the construction work, our lads introduced
white ants into the wooden framework but we never found out whether this
had any adverse effect. When I visited the site in 1946 an army officer told
us he had recently blown up the temple - an event we missed by just one
week.
Another activity involved the introduction of a herd of deer imported from
Java. In charge of this project was a gross, larger than life Jap nicknamed the
Jockey. He was rumoured to have had connections with horse racing back in
Japan. He arranged for a small party of POWs to dig and plant tapioca for
the animals. This was a pretty exhausting day's work. I remember Bob
Selkirk being a regular on this outsize bully's work party.
How he stuck this ordeal for so long I do not know. However, one day it
suddenly came to an end when the Jockey was stabbed in the back in a
brothel and was carried off the island mortally wounded. Subsequently, we
were told that he had died of malaria! The Jap army established the brothel
on the island and brought over a number of unfortunate Korean woman.
Some 50 years later the Japanese were being questioned about the crime.

RADIO CONTACT
Sometime in 1942 I was conscious of sparks and crackling from Deneen's
bed and realised that he was operating a radio set. Eventually, I was let into
the secret. He told me that he had made it up from from parts he had
acquired with the the contrivance being fitted inside an army mess tin kept
in a bag of rice in the rice store. By some devious means it was connected to
some electric wires passing overhead. Periodically he operated the set and
was able to receive the BBC news from Delhi. This enabled us to hear
about the main events in the war but this information was only sparingly
passed on to our comrades - in case any hotheads talked injudiciously.
All went well until one night when a commando raid from Australia
managed to reach the outer harbour in Singapore. They attached limpet
mines to several ships. We heard the explosions and could only speculate
about what had happened. However, next morning we saw ships listing in
the distance. This raid occurred over the annual Chinese nationalist
celebrations held on 10 October and known as the Double Tenth. It made
the Japanese very jumpy and raids were carried out all over our POW and
civilian camps, with disastrous results. Unfortunately, quite a few
executions were carried out as a result of their search for secret radios.
In our case a crowd of Japs had us out on the parade ground before dawn
and systematically took the place to pieces. It was one of the coldest and
wettest days I remember in Singapore and it was not until late in the
afternoon that we were released. Thankfully, nothing was found but their
final effort was to examine the rice store. A Jap officer stabbed at the bags
with his sword. However, Sergeant Leach cleverly manipulated him so he
failed to make contact with the radio set. This was later retrieved and buried
under the cookhouse fires - much to the relief of everybody.

A secret radio was a dangerous act of defiance, being caught with one could have meant
death. Hiding them was cruical, like this one hidden in a broom.

Singapore docks aflame.

THE TELEPHONE REPAIR PARTY
Soon after this incident I came to work with Tom Dineen on the telephone
repair party. He had endeared himself to the Japs by setting up a Telephone
Exchange Repair Party for them in their new building over on the mainland.
Many tins of condensed milk and bully beef changed hands over this but
sadly none came my way. When the prospect of him constructing a secret
radio for the Japs arose, they showed interest. Maybe they began to doubt
their own propaganda and wondered what was really going on. I was part of
the deal and was brought in to carry the ladders as we went about our main
work of repairing lines and phones around the island. Tom Dineen had great
contempt for the Japanese soldier and took many exaggerated risks at times.
Apart from the anxiety, the new job was a welcome relief for me and
negated my having to go on regular working parties. It had the added bonus
of additional food for Tom and myself as I was usually detailed to collect a
mess tin of stew from the Jap cookhouse. I did this, off and on, for a
considerable period and it was worth it - even though the Jap cookhouse
staff were pretty abusive.
Over a period of time, those civilian radios which had been left behind by
pre-war residents were collected from and stored under Tom's workbench.
Although the parts looked like junk he soon had a set in working order and
contact with Radio Delhi was resumed. The trick was to connect the radio
up to a telephone on the benchtop. The dials could then be operated by foot
under the bench. It took a long time, plus a lot of condensed milk, before
the Japs got their set and even then they could only receive the local radio
station!
Over the next few months we learned of the progress of the main
battlefronts in Russia, Europe and Burma. We also heard about D-day and
the Pacific war situation. All this was a great morale booster for the POWs.
In August 1945 Dineen rashly put the announcement of the Jap surrender on
the loudspeaker when our position at the time was far from assured. I
distinctly heard Atlee confirming 'the last of our enemies had been
overcome.' Dineen thoroughly deserved his BEM which was awarded to
him later on. Telephone Repairs was run by two 3-star privates - Nishi and
Timosan (a moon faced erstwhile watch repairer from Tokyo) who was
known as Telephone Tim. He once bashed me over one of my ears, bursting
an ear drum.

With many secret radio projects, the POWs were usually better informed than their
captors.

Telephone repair work.

THE WAR TURNS
From our position in the harbour we were able to observe the decline in
Japanese shipping as the war went on. And at different times there were
Italian and German submarines tied up and flying enormous flags. One night
in 1942 we were encouraged to see a huge Japanese passenger liner lit up
with a large red cross painted on its side. This was an extraordinary sight as
normally ships arrived and departed without any lights on at all.
The ship was on its way to Laurenco Marques in Portuguese East Africa
(now Mozambique) to repatriate high-ranking Allied diplomats and their
families who had been interned in Japan, along with seriously wounded
prisoners.
It was tantalising to see civilisation was only a few days sailing away for
these fortunate and unfortunate people. The ship eventually returned with
Jap diplomats from Europe and America and, we hoped, letters and Red
Cross food parcels. Some of these parcels were handed out but they say an
awful lot were found in Singapore's godowns (warehouses) after the war.
The first letters from home did not arrive for about 18 months. There were
perhaps two or three deliveries after that.
In 1945 we saw the new long range B29 bombers (pictured right) attacking
Singapore Naval Base and there was a fire bomb attack on Singapore
harbour - some bombs overshot and set fire to a Kampong on Pulau Brani
which was a nearby small island. There were incredible raids from bases in
Northern India at that time. Although damage was slight, the Japs must have
had good evidence of the Allied potential.

LIBERATION
We knew the Germans had surrendered in May 1945 and that the British had
taken Rangoon in March - so hopes were high. In August, Tom Dineen
heard of the first atom bomb being dropped, then a further bomb a day or
two later. Nevertheless, nothing changed on Blakan Mati where work went
on as usual for about a week, until suddenly we were told to pack up our kit
and prepare to move. We marched down to the jetty for the last time and
then over to the mainland. We received a cautious reception from the locals.
Mountbatten and his Force were still at least a fortnight away. We ended up
at Krangi in an Army hutted camp with reasonable amenities; Krangi is
located in the North of the island, just short of the Causeway. We settled in
and waited.
Food became a little better and there was and extraordinary issue of a lb of
butter per man. This had a bad effect on many a stomach. My friends and I
used the butter to fry tapioca roots, and very good they were too. Liberator
bombers began to appear over the camps, they also dropped food and
supplies, and the odd MO plus their radio operators. The man who arrived
in our camp said how badly we all smelt - apparently this was caused by our
rice diet. The MOs attended to the sick ex-prisoners, but there were several
funerals at this point for those who failed to make it to liberation. The Jap
guards were still at the Guard House at the entrance to the camp, but they
did not bother us. I seem to remember there was some sort of rickety bus
service into town which a few people went on. Maybe a week later,
someone reported that he had seen a stream of ships on the horizon
steaming into Singapore Harbour.
Sure enough the British Forces had arrived and many lorry loads of Indian
troops drove past on their way to take over key positions. British troops
took over the eastern, Changi side, of the island. We has a detachment of
Gurkhas around us and they soon had the Japs running about cleaning up
the place. A very satisfactory sight. Very soon we had a visit from Lord
Mountbatten. He gave his now familiar stuff (although not to us) gathering
everyone around his jeep. As one might expect, it was a very inspiring
speech and he told of Allied achievements and the efforts that were being
made to get us home.

Our bus service to town was working quite well, and on the day when the
Japanese were to surrender I went to the Town Hall and got a place on the
steps outside. The steps were lined by a contingent of Royal Marines - one
of whom fainted in the heat, crashed on the steps and had to be taken away.
Many years later one of the marines present sold me a car in Worthing. The
British Top Brass arrived first, followed by the Japanese generals. It was
really over!

THE JOURNEY HOME
Whilst waiting for our ship home we made frequent trips into Singapore. I
visited a destroyer (HMS Saumarez) and was entertained for the day. Later
the ship was blown up by an enemy mine in the Adriatic. We had a cinema
show - Spencer Tracy in "Boys Town" - we had not missed much! Back at
the camp I came across David Trevaldwyn who, before the War, had been
employed on the next estate to Jugra.
He had been at sea when the war broke out so he ended up in Australia.
Later he joined the Army there and was awarded an MC fighting the Japs in
New Guinea. He was subsequently dropped off by a submarine to join
Force 136 Guerrillas in Johore. He took me up to Kota Tinggi to visit his
jungle camp. He knew that the Japs were closing in on his band towards the
end; things could have been very bad for them had the war lasted much
longer. His organisation had been able to radio information that a Jap
warship was leaving the Naval Base; this warship was later sunk by the
Royal Navy.
We were finally given our departure date; we were to embark on the Dutch
liner Nieuw Holland which was to sail on the 18th of September 1945 for
England. I got on board in the afternoon and, apparently went to sleep. I
woke up in the dark listening to the throb of the engines and found that we
were way out to sea. I never saw Singapore receding into the distance.
The next morning we were proceeding very slowly off the coast of Malaya
feeling our way cautiously though the minefields off Malacca and Port
Dickson. Eventually, we cleared the danger zone and set off at full speed for
Colombo. My friends and I did not take to sleeping below in the hammocks
provided, so we slept on deck all the way until the night prior to our arrival
in England. In Colombo, many Malayans came aboard to greet old friends
or to seek news of relatives. I remember meeting Joy Reeve-Tucker whose
husband, a Kuala Selangor planter, was "missing believed killed" in the
fighting in Singapore Island.
George Miles and I went ashore and, thinking we should need some cash,
approached a Manager of the local Chartered Bank. He explained his
awesome responsibility of handing over 25 pounds Sterling to the likes of
us without any documents.

We were suitably impressed and left. However, outside this vast bank, we
joined a queue of people who were drawing money as fast as the cashier
could pay out - in exchange for an IOU. Incredible!
George and I took a taxi to the Galle Face hotel where we were not put off
by the 'Officers Only' sign! Indeed, we had a good lunch and our first whisky
sodas. The only person to approach us was a Frenchman who wanted news
of his compatriots who he hoped were on the ship. We were unable to help
him. However, he kindly paid for our lunch and left. Our next excursion
was a day at Habadiah - a large army depot close to Suez where we were
kitted out with winter clothes. We then sailed along the North African coast
which looked beautiful in the early autumn sunshine. Every day there were
countless rumours about our final destination in the UK.
Ultimately, we learned that we were destined for Liverpool. We arrived in
the Mersey in the early morning of the 15 October 1945 but, due to fog, we
were not able to berth until late in the afternoon where we received an
overwhelming welcome from a huge crowd. The WVS managed to contact
my sister shortly after we disembarked and I was able to speak to Sheila for
a few minutes. After a lengthy medical overnight, and some inevitable
documentation, we had a few hours sleep before boarding the train for
London. I was met by my mother Sheila and Vivie Draffen who had arrived
in his ancient car. Vivie Draffen was an old family friend. I have copied the
telegram which my mother received in September '45 informing her that I
had been released.
Meanwhile, the Army paymaster in Liverpool was exchanging Japanese
'banana money' at the going rate. If only we had known since in Singapore
such money had been worthless and was literally blowing around in the
street with few people bothering to bring it home.
This is what I remember from events all those years ago. I hope it will be of
interest to family and friends.

J R FULLER
Storrington
March 1995

JOHN ROSS FULLER
1911 - 1998

Appendix
This book was transcribed by John Fuller's younger son Malcolm, in 1995,
and later compiled and presented in this format by his grandson Jonathon in
2019 and assisted by:
Graham (elder son),
Emma (granddaughter),
Mark (grandson),
Sheridan (granddaughter-in-law),

